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Can We Make People Care More with Data
Visualizations?

Luiz Morais, Pierre Dragicevic, Yvonne Jansen, Dandara Sousa, and Nazareno Andrade

Abstract—This work presents recent contributions to the field of Anthropographics. Anthropographics are data visualizations
about people designed to evoke prosocial feelings (e.g., empathy) or prosocial behavior (e.g., donating). We expanded the
design space of anthropographics and conducted empirical studies to evaluate such visualizations either in the wild or in a
more controlled environment. Contrary to practitioners’ expectations, our results suggest that the designs of anthropographics
we tested so far produce at best a small effect on prosociality. These contributions open directions for investigating new
anthropographic design strategies and discussing the effectiveness of current ones.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Practitioners have been using visualization design
strategies to make readers empathize with the persons
whose data represents. A common approach is repre-
senting people as human-shaped marks, as done by
this article in the New York Times [9]. Other strategies
include the use of text annotations to make each
person appear unique [1], the use of visual metaphors
(such as a red bar chart to symbolize blood or death),
or the representation of persons as individual marks
rather than aggregated data [3], [8]. So far, only a few
of these strategies have been empirically tested, and
results were mostly inconclusive [2], [4].

The visualizations that use the design strategies
previously mentioned are called anthropographics.
We define anthropographics as visualizations that rep-
resent data about people to promote prosocial feelings
(e.g., compassion or empathy) or prosocial behavior
(e.g., donating or helping) [5]. Anthropographics is
a rich and growing area, but the work so far has
been scattered. The goal of this work is presenting
new contributions to the field of Anthropographics
such as a design space and conceptual framework
meant to help researchers and practitioners reason
and communicate about anthropographics, and em-
pirical studies that shed light on the effectiveness
of some design strategies. Understanding the design
space of such visualizations and exploring untested
techniques has enormous potential for information
visualization research and data journalism practices.
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2 DESIGN SPACE

Despite preliminary empirical work and a few blog
posts or tweets written by practitioners, there is a
lack of clear language for thinking about and com-
municating about anthropographics. We address this
gap by introducing a conceptual framework and a
design space for anthropographics [5]. We proposed a
design space with seven design dimensions that can
be reasonably hypothesized to have some effect on
prosociality. It extends a previous design space [2]
and is informed by an analysis of 115 visualizations
collected from newspapers, websites, and research
papers. We use our conceptual framework and design
space to discuss trade-offs, common design strategies,
as well as future opportunities for design and research
in the area of anthropographics.

3 EFFECTS ON PROSOCIALITY

This work also presents findings from an in-the-wild
study [7] and a crowdsourcing study [6] on anthro-
pographics. First, we empirically investigated the ex-
tent to which a situated, physical, and fine-grained
anthropographic (see Figure 1) affects compassion.
We compared that visualization against (i) a non-
situated, virtual, and aggregated chart, and (ii) verbal
information, all three reporting data about sexual
harassment stories. Our results suggest that showing
the anthropographic leads to a small or moderate
change in the intention to donate compared to only
talking about the harassment incidents. However,
when contrasting the anthropographic with an ag-
gregated chart, no apparent difference seems to exist
in the amount of donations but the anthropographic
produces a slightly higher emotional affect. Besides
the empirical contributions to the field, this work also
informs on the strengths and weaknesses of using the
in-the-wild research method to evaluate situated and
physical visualizations and discusses the challenges
of designing and installing such visualizations.
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Fig. 1. Harassment Plants is a situated physicalization
representing harassment cases. Each pot contains
reports of a different harassment type, which also
corresponds to the color in the pot’s middle. The stem’s
height represents the time of day: the smaller is morn-
ing, the taller is evening. Each bead that composes the
glyph represents part of the harassment story, which
can be interpreted by reading the legends.

Second, we contributed a detailed overview of past
experiments, and two new experiments that use large
samples and a combination of design strategies to
maximize the possibility of finding an effect. We
tested an information-rich anthropographic (see Fig-
ure 2) against a simple bar chart, asking participants
to allocate hypothetical money in a crowdsourcing
study. We found that the anthropographic had, at best,
a small effect on money allocation. Such a small effect
may be relevant for large-scale donation campaigns,
but the large sample sizes required to observe an effect
and the noise involved in measuring it make it very
difficult to study in more depth.

The results from our studies call for caution in
the belief that current design strategies for anthropo-
graphics are substantially effective than using other
charts. It encourages more studies to further quantify
to what degree this weak evidence leads to a prac-
tically relevant effect and to develop more effective
design strategies.

4 CONCLUSION

This work contributes to understanding the role of
anthropographics on prosocial feelings and prosocial
behavior. We found evidence that anthropographics
may affect people’s donations and feelings, but the
effect seems smaller than the initial expectations of
practitioners. Nevertheless, there is a vast design
space still unexplored, so researchers can still investi-
gate whether other design strategies effectively make
people more compassionate. Our contributions create
new research opportunities and motivate researchers
and practitioners to explore new possibilities in the
design space of anthropographics.

Migrant crisis in the Middle East
In the Middle East, irregular migrants are forced to leave their countries due to civil conflicts that 
have been occurring in the region for decades. Many migrants die in the process.

Here is a chart showing for 2018 how many migrants died due to accidents or attacks and how 
many survived (source: https://missingmigrants.iom.int/):

Legend: Each person in the chart represents a single migrant

Fig. 2. Anthropographic examined in a crowdsourcing
study. It represents people who died or survived acci-
dents in Middle Eastern borders in 2018. Each victim
is represented as a different human-shaped mark and
all information (e.g., sex or approximate age) is based
on real data. Participants had to scroll to see the entire
visualization.
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